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EXPERIENCE

Cloudflare, Remote — Magic Transit Intern
Jan 2021 - Present

Networking development for Cloudflare’s Magic Transit products.

- Simulated edge environment for acceptance tests in CI.
- Development on Cloudflare’s massively distributed edge network.
- Extensive work with Linux, Rust,  and Go’s  networking facilities.

Mozilla, Remote — Firefox Layout Intern
Summer 2020

CSS development improving high contrast and image manipulation
support.

- prefers-contrast media query spec development and
implementation.

- forced-colors media query implementation in Firefox
- Mozilla Hacks blog post
- cross-fade CSS function implementation in Firefox

Corelight, San Francisco — Open Source Engineering
Jan 2019 - Dec 2019

Programming language and data structure development:

- JIT compiler for Spicy programming language written with Clang
and LLVM.

- Key-value for loops and lambdas with closures for Zeek Network
Security Monitor’s scripting language.

- Paraglob, a data structure for fast string matching against large
pattern sets.

IBM, Hillsboro, Oregon — Intern
Summer 2017

Data aggregation and analysis with Watson’s NLP tools.

- Automatic synchronization between internal databases and
external wiki pages with custom tagging language.

- Automatic analysis of social media and online forums to collect
information about reception of releases.

SKILLS

C++, Rust, and Go

Programming language
development

Advanced math

Linux networking

Performance and security
sensitive programming

Independent Projects

Lust, a  lisp JIT compiler and
interpreter.

Stegasaurus, Cal Hacks 6.0
second place project.

Eulerian, a program for
finding Eulerian tours of a
graph

Power Game, a simulator for
California’s electricity spot
market

Extracurriculars

Cal Hacks 6.0 2nd place
overall

hello:world hackathon
sustainability track winner

Superuser at UC Berkeley
invention lab

https://zmedley.com
https://github.com/ZekeMedley
https://github.com/w3c/csswg-drafts/issues/5224
https://www.w3.org/TR/mediaqueries-5/#forced-colors
https://hacks.mozilla.org/2020/07/adding-prefers-contrast-to-firefox/
https://www.w3.org/TR/css-images-4/#cross-fade-function
https://github.com/zeek/spicy/blob/master/hilti/src/compiler/clang.cc#L111-L126
https://github.com/zeek/spicy#overview-
https://zeek.org/2019/07/19/zeke-on-zeek-working-with-open-source-zeek-adding-a-key-value-for-loop/
https://docs.zeek.org/en/current/script-reference/types.html#type-function
https://github.com/zeek/paraglob
https://github.com/ZekeMedley/lust
https://github.com/NoahSaso/calhacks6.0
https://github.com/ZekeMedley/Eulerian-Tour
https://github.com/ZekeMedley/power_game
https://devpost.com/software/stegasaurus?ref_content=user-portfolio&ref_feature=in_progress
https://devpost.com/software/energy-gd28t1
https://invent.citris-uc.org/about-us.html

